
At the edge of a world, where black and white are conquerors. 
In between light and dark 

CHANGE THE GAME



K&A create a multidisciplinary piece that follows the black and white paths of a poli-
tical thriller, inspired by Gaspar & Ulysse Gry’s comic strip “Un monde en pièces”. 
New-Ebony: a society portrayed as a chess game.

“What if our society was a gigantic chessboard, with a king, rebellious pawns, and 
“Ladies”, migrating from another boardgame, threatened with expulsion? Between 
manipulation, corruption, fear of migrants and the rise of totalitarianism, this political 
thriller sketches the current events of a society caught up in the spiral of a destructive 
game.” Gaspard & Ulysse Gry



We are in a world where pawns are a working class kept calm, under the control of the 
drug called Resin. They wake up every day to go to work for the illusion of promotion. 
An out of reach over-advertised move.

We are on an urban cliff where “Ladies” arrive, exiled from the checkers game. Here 
they gamble their appeal and dreams from out of their refugee camp.

Here, the Knights, the police force of New-Ebony, take care that the pieces follow the 
rules to the letter… Galloping behind disorders, they fight against the ones that don’t 
go straight:



Here “The Tangent” is the movement of the crazy ones. The ones that used to be the 
Bishops are now activators of random. Unpredictable & uncontrollable, they blindly 
impose the throw of the dice. Could the random make the towers tremble?

Rook’s parlement: a Black House where the towers 
have taken over the game. Greedy for power, they ma-
nipulate everybody -  including themselves.
Here political games are being exposed: totalitarian 
decisions to handle the migration crisis, a chancel-
lor willing to sacrifice pawns, resin and the dream of 
promotion as a consious manipulation of the mass, a 
minister gambling for a “grand roke”. Announcements 
are being made, scandals revealed, powers/towers 
exchanged. All under the reign of the same king.



Everywhere on the walls of New-Ebony: the portraits of “your highness”. He is obser-
ving everything. Charismatic sugar for the advertisement of promotional slogans, the 
king has the game in his hands: the end of the game...



ABOUT THE CHARACTERS & THE CAST 

Détroit (pawn)

Cain (Knight)

Idisse (Lady/checker)

Gerindo  Kartadinata

Emilie Blaser

Yorgos Bakalos

“to make out of a fall, a dance step”
A poet, writing rap lyrics, that is fond of 
Zweig’s book “The Royal Game”. He 
ended up working  in an IT company cal-
led Deep Blue. Not any more in the illusi-
on of a promotion, he has lost the hope 
that keeps most of the pawns working/
walking. Détroit is not this lazy loser he 
seems to be, he is a pawn that finds him-
self strangely in the middle of the game. 
A recording falls into his hands: strategic 
political decisions. They will be revealed. 

Will he be able to make an opening?

“out of strength, order”
He is a knight driven by the moral of ru-
les. This cop has a justice obsession but his 
life is less straight than he would want. His 
blocked vision is challenged by: encoun-
tering the crazy ones, the ones that trust 
the random, chatting with his bastard son, 
negotiating with a Lady informer. Afraid 
of the radical, preferring order, he is the 
one to protect the border. This horse slowly 
opens his blinders. 
But what happens when justice starts to 
seem less just?

“out of a dream, a bridge”
She is exiled from another board: the Checkers-game. In 
New-Ebony, she plays her own game, with her own rules. 
As a leitmotiv she trusts her moves. A charismatic figure with 
a lot of nerve: she is a translator that immediately adapts 
to the language of chess. The police force and politicians,  
immediately feel her potential: they use her moves to ex-
tract and insert valuable information. She thinks she plays 

a double game. 
The question is whether she is really in control of that game. 



Jaiseth (Rook)

Acathe (Pawn)

Crazy Ones (Bishops)

Hanne Struyf

K&A (Karla Isidorou & Alexandra Bellon)

“to make out of the fear, a stair”
A politician rook, machiavellian, devi-
ous, without any morals. He is always one 
step/square ahead. Jaiseth manoeuvres 
in the shadows and dreams of the spot-
lights. What the fuck is he doing with this 
daily drug that transforms him? White and 
black seem to have a dubious border. As 
a gamer, a manipulator, an outstanding 
strategist, and a dangerous calculator his 
aim is a grand roke. A political elevation 
to power, from a tower.

“out of the interruption, a new path”
The crazy ones are “the Tangent”, a mass 
of pieces that can only move diagonal. 
They trust the random, the dice has beco-
me their compass. Their motos: NEVER GO 
STRAIGHT / HAVE FUN / THE DICE WILL DE-
CIDE. They are the provocateurs of unex-
pectedness: spreading stolen bills from 
an airplane, hacking the time of the dou-
ble clock, tagging slogans on the walls. 
Out of control? Out of line? The ones that 
play an unpredictable game: frustrating 
the knights, stressing the politicians and 
magnetizing the crowd. But who could 

be financing these cracked- up ones    
$

“out of a research, an encounter”
a free spirit in the writing redaction of The Pawn, a sen-
sationalist newspaper. With a broad historical know-
ledge she is a writer of leftish manuscripts. Still trusting 
the media and the value of journalism she writes poli-
tical articles. Continuously fighting the conservatism of 
her boss she tries to bring to the mass the real news, 
which they should be able to get. A journalist that is not 
afraid to put her head out of the square. What hap-
pens when the recording found by Détroit attracts her 
attention?

Gina-Alina Patilea



Jaycis (Knight)

Cékatre (Knight)

Alkis Barbas

King
Onno Dirker

Alkis Barbas

“out of observation, a game”
He is present on the walls of New-Ebony, 
to make the crowds dream. His face is visi-
ble everywhere. As an observer, he is a fine 
analyst of all the moves made on the set. 
His charisma is natural, his presence is a ne-
cessity, his lifetime is the time of the game. 
His past is cloudy, no one knows his hidden 
moves.. What happened to the queen re-
ally? A sacrifice? The most important piece 
is sometimes the most invisible one. But, as 
the knights used to say, “At the end of the 
game, the pawn and the king go back into 
the same box”. Is it him that wll have the last 

word? Checkmate.

“to make out of a diagonal, a line”
The illegitimate son of Caïn lives on the 
margin of New-Ebony’s society. Shifting his 
gang and mind from the diagonalists to 
the ones of ‘The Line’, he seems to have 
a taste for the extremes. “Bad influences” 
thinks his father, who dissaproves his choi-
ces. Can money buy off the absence of a 
parent? He seems to have taken a quite 
wrong pathway. When did Caïn lose con-

trol?

“Out of a pursuit, a change”
He is the second police-officer. Always one 
step behind Caïn. Horse hoofs ready to gal-
lop. Non-talkative, with his blood climbing 
fast up in his head. He likes to fire the gun. 
With a strong intuition he extracts from the ar-
riving migrants Idisse: he smells that she will be 
a great informer. Testosterone prevails in his 
veins.



ABOUT THE PERFORMANCE 
Direction

In CHANGE THE GAME the audience is 
immersed into the world of New-Ebony 
through a three dimensional sound de-
sign. Composed by K&A and recorded 
in collaboration with David Poissonnier, 
a true sonic architect, they sculpt the 
world of these pieces and pawns. They 
use a binaural recording technique, that 
allows 360° sound reproduction around 
the listener through headphones (in-
cluding sound localization horizantally & 
vertically). 

CHANGE THE GAME to sketch, scratch, and show black & white squares that underline our 
political and poetical frames: determinism, social class, migration, citizenship. In the timing 
of a game, change is the engine of transformation. “To make out of a dream, a bridge”, 
“ to make out of a fall, a dance step”, each piece has a personal leitmotiv to keep moving 
to reach the edge. But… “of everything there will be three things left: the certainty that it’s 
all starting, the certainty that it had to continue, the certainty that it would be stopped be-
fore it was finished.” F. Pessoa
K&A bring the comic “Un monde en piè-
ce” on stage in a multidisciplinary physi-
cal theater performance. They strategi-
cally compose a chessgame to immerse 
the audience into New-Ebony. They cast 
9 international performers that bring to-
gether disciplines from mime, theater, 
dance, music and fine arts. They invi-
te a sound engineer specialized in im-
mersive binaural recordings and a hat 
designer that creates sculptural head 
pieces. CHANGE THE GAME to feel and 
hear, as if living in a chess world. The 
performers become pawns, towers, 
kings, bishops, knights through the tailor- 
made mask-hats. They  move on the gi-
ant board continuously shifting the rules. 
The sound engineer composes together 
with K&A a 3Dimmensional recording. 
Through headphones the audience will 
follow the voice-over inside the groovy 
sounds of this urban chess monster. They 
will hear the inner thoughts of the pieces 
while they traverse through the grey are-
as of the set.
CHANGE THE GAME, to remember that: 
“at the end, the king and the pawn go 
back into the same box”.

360° Sound Design



Through their headphones the audience will hear the metro passing by from right to left, 
the footsteps of the crazy ones surrounding the knights, the jingle of the morning Chess-Ra-
dio emissions, the hoofs of the knights galloping on the pavements, the drumming tensions 
and the thoughts of a manipulating politician. This 3D soundtrack uses cinematographic 
tools (foley-effects, voice over & sound design) to move its audience out of their seat 
and drop them in the middle of a square. It is a red line to perceive the movements and 
changes on the chessboard in 3D. A guide that takes the audience through New Ebony: 
you arrive inside the game, inside the actions, inside the characters.

K&A collaborate with Sofya Samareva to make a collection of hat-masks that will bring to 
life the characters of the comic. As a tailor-made hat designer, she escapes from the box 
of conservative forms and contexts to reimagine the social and cultural role of hats in the 
new century. In New-Ebony head-forms are the ones that decide your social cast: your 
status, your income and your life expectancy. Sofya will design a tailor-made hat-mask for 
each character. If change is the engine of transformation, the mask is its accelerator. 
An immediate access to other worlds. This collection of mask-hats is designed to sculpt the 
unique signature of CHANGE THE GAME, a world in pieces. 
Change the mask to become a king, a pawn, or a queen. Change your mask, to change 
your moves, your reach, your destiny. Change your mask to change the game and res-
hape the rules.

Costume & Mask-hats

Light scenography
CHANGE THE GAME is a city made by lights & shadows, build without streets and walls. The 
act of ‘seeing’ is the result of light from any luminous source. Our eye is a dictator/detector 
of light. How to see a whole world through solely rays? This light scenography, in the dou-
ble meaning of the word, is made to let the audience experience the shifting squares of 
a chessboard. In this chess-city, made by light & dark squares the audience witnesses the 
trajectory of its history from within. This scenography zooms in and out to put a “spotlight” 
on each move. A strategy to focus from black & white borders to dark and light disorders. 
CHANGE THE GAME is rooted in contrasts and luminates the grey areas.
“In chess, nothing is pre-played. And all moves are allowed... There is only one certainty... 
White always attacks first.”Jaiseth, politician of New-Ebony.



Experience of the audience

K&A collaborate with Clevers Net Systems and IT-ingenieur Antoine Hordez to make an 
online platform accessible to the audience during the show. Through this platform the au-
dience members receive on their phones messages, promotion advertisements (part of the 
storytelling) and links to access the security cameras. The security cameras follow the acti-
ons of the characters off stage and around the theater to reveal hidden conspiracies. K&A 
create a multidisciplinary experience for their audience between documentary & fiction.

Web-application & Security cameras

“At the entrance of the theater, while my ticket was being scanned I was asked to connect 
my phone to an online platform. Everyone in the audience had a headphone on. The first 
image on the stage was an actor with a horse mask racing through a subway, chasing so-
meone. I hear his raging thoughts through my headphones, the subway crosses as if just a 
millimeter from me. A shot goes through my head.. My heart jumps.. No it was not me... It 
was the pawn on stage that was shot. His body collapses on stage. Silence.. What happe-
ned? Why? The tension is build up by the soundtrack of continuously changing drumming 
patterns. Through my headphones I hear people walking around, left right, in front and be-
hind me. The voice-over takes me to the refugee camp of “The Ladies”. I hear the splashes 
of their clothes being washed, trash talk and children running around. I follow Cain, a horse/
policeman of New Ebony, that brings me to the desk of a corrupt politician. I hear his pen 
signing the documents. Suddenly my phone rings; I receive a message. “Tonight at 8 p.m. 
at the parking, C4.” On stage I see the actions of C4 captured by a security camera. He is 
chasing a pawn outside the theater. He was trying to steal a car. Shit.. was that my car? A 
tense discussion between two politicians in my headphones brings my attention back to the 
stage, apparently their “off the record” conversation has been recorded. Percussion in my 
ears, a mass of “bishops” races through the audience, flyers fly through the air, chess-mo-
ney is spread on the ground. One lands on my lap: propaganda against the politician who 
was just on stage “STOP WORKING, PROMOTION IS AN ILLUSION”. The story develops, just like 
in a thriller. Little by little I connect the dots. Little by little I discover the conspiracy. I keep 
receiving messages: advertisements of promotion and slogans of the king… At the end of 
the game, the pawns and the king go back into the same box, do I?”

‘ Let’s change the game together.. ’ 

TO GATHER



ABOUT K&A 
K&A, formed by Karla Isidorou & Alexandra Bellon, is a dazzling duo mixing their different 
backgrounds and their complex cultural roots. Together they spread poetical & political 
concepts. Karla Isidorou has a background in theater and fine arts, Alexandra Bellon is a 
percussionist that since a long time moves also in the squares of dance, theater & perfor-
ming arts. Together they form their gameboard escaping the black and white squares that 
try to border the arts disciplines.
Within K&A concepts start simple: at the core. Together they build projects & concepts that 
arise out of long periods of research. Torrent books, vagary images, deserting writings, per-
formative actions, grinding sounds, poetical and socio-political contexts come together 
to create a complex philosophical environment in which the statement of each project is 
formed. The multiplicity of projects and their thorough statements create the cartography 
of their work. 
For CHANGE THE GAME, K&A continue to challenge the audience with their fascination 
for the transformative power of performative boardgames, immersive environments and 
intrussive sounds. After NIAGA DNA, a collective jumping choreography that took over the 
plaza of Prague during 6,5 days as an interactive boardgame (part of PQ 2019, Prague 
Quadrennial of Performance Design & Space) APOCALYPSE MON AMOUR, a  live immer-
sive film to experience the expansion of a virus into the language (Filmtheater Focus, Arn-
hem 2019), (G)loves for (G)ants, a step into the future society casts of 26 gloves & their 
3D sounds, MINUS 9 an intimate one on one performative concert for the ear/hear/here... 
K&A move to the next set immersing their audience into a political game board, between 
black and white. A science fiction story that becomes a mirror of our systems and challen-
ges us to CHANGE THE GAME.

Their work has been present at PQ2019 - Prague Quadrennial of Performance Design and 
Space (Prague, CZ), Sitting Shotgun (Brooklyn, NYC), Theater de Generator (Leiden, NL) 
A LAB (Amsterdam, NL), Filmtheater FOCUS (Arnhem, NL), La Head (Geneva, CH), L’Usine 
Kugler (Geneva, CH). In 2020 their work will be hosted at MOMus - Metropolitan Museum 
of Visual Arts of Thessaloniki (Thessaloniki, GR), Fumetto Festival (Lucerne, CH), The Spire 
(Brighton, UK), MCBA - Musee Cantonal des Beaux Arts (Lausanne, CH), Festival d’Aurillac 
(Aurillac, FR), Festival Archipel (Geneva, CH) ICAF- International Community Arts Festival 
(Rotterdam, NL), etc.



ABOUT THE TEAM
Yorgos Bakalos / in conversation for the role of Cain
Yorgos Bakalos born in Athens (GR). After his graduation 
at the Drama school “ARHI” he moved to London where 
he worked professionally as performer, actor, choreograp-
her, dancer and operator with several artists and theatre 
groups such as La Fura Dels Baus, Argilla, Para Active, EEA 
theatre, Sensa Tempo, Jo Mitchell, Reza Aramesh, Station 
House Opera….etc. He is ex –founder and artistic director 
of the physical theatre company Corpus Soma where he 
directed three experimental theatre productions, which 
toured in UK between 2006 and 2008. He graduated with 
a master diploma in media performance (MA Digital Per-
formance – Brunel University, London) where he was awar-
ded for a research period in Beijing during the media art 
exhibition Synthetic Times at NAMOC (National Museum Of China). The last years he is wor-
king as an independent artist creating several media performances and installations in 
England and Greece, based on the harmonic relationship between analogue and digital 
perspectives. Recent pieces: Hamlet’s struggle, Metamorphosis, Re:Flex(oneye), Meta:p(F)
ace. He is a member of the DAP LAB research group based in London.  He worked at 
“ARHI” Drama School,“EMPROS”  Theatre Lobaratory, Theatre of Changes, Brunel University, 
High Barnet College, King Upon Thames College and gave many workshops around Euro-
pe (Corposamente 05, Ravena - Italy, Physical festival, Liverpool - UK, Fest Festival Bologna - 
Italy). The last two years he lives in Athens, working as a performer, workshop facilitator and 
artistic director – owner of the ART LAB community art centre.

Emilie Blaser 
/ in conversation for the role of Idisse
Emilie Blaser is an actress who studied drama 
at the ‘Cours Florent’ in Paris (FR) and conti-
nued at ‘La Manufacture’ in Lausanne (CH). 
There she worked with Jean-Yves Ruf, Anton 
Kouznetsov, Lilo Baur and others. During her 
studies, she won several prizes. She was cho-
sen as ‘Young Swiss Film Talent’ (Junge Talente) 
and worked with the Swiss film director Jacob 
Berger. In 2011, she founded ‘La Distillerie Cie’ 
in Neuchâtel (CH) to explore/question the link

between architecture, theatre and memory. In 2014, with five other actors of ‘La Manufac-
ture’, she founded the collective ‘Sur Un Malentendu’. At the same time, she joined ‘RTS Ra-
dio Télévision Suisse’, where she presented the weather between 2012 and 2016. From then 
on she has regularly lent her voice to various programmes, documentaries and advertising 
films. Since 2010, she has been performing in numerous shows in Switzerland and France, 
and regularly teaches at theatre colleges.

Gerindo Kartadinata 
/ in conversation for the role of Détroit
Currently based in the Netherlands Gerindo Kamid 
Kartadinata, born in 1970, grew up in Germany and In-
donesia. He graduated 1997 at the Mime department 
of the Amsterdam College of Arts and combines in his 
work theater and activism. He worked with different ar-
tists as collaborative theatermaker and as actor (a.o. 
with Bambie,



Hanne Struyf / for the role of Jaiseth
Hanne Struyf, living in Antwerp (BE) born on the 16th of novembre 
1987, graduated as an actress at the ArtEZ theatre school in Arn-
hem (NL) in 2010. After graduating she worked as an actress in the 
Netherlands and Belgium for different companies; MAAS theatre 
and dance (Rotterdam,NL), Toneelmakerij (Amsterdam, NL), Oost-
pool (Arnhem, NL), Jens van Daele (Arnhem, NL), Laika (Antwerp, 
BE). She also makes her own (children’s) performances and tours 
with them in Belgium. Since 2016 Hanne Struyf and Sofie Joan Wou-
ters started HIRNGESPINST. Together with children they repair the 
world through theatrical interventions in the urban fabric. HIRN-
GESPINTS is working together with multiple theatre companies like 
BRONKS (Brussels, BE), hetpaleis (Antwerp BE), Laika (Antwerp, BE), 
Kopergietery (Gent, BE). In addition, Hanne is currently working as 
an actress in various Dutch and Belgian theatre - and dance pro-
ductions - touring through Europe and Asia.

Alkis Barbas /
for the role of Cékatre & Jaycis
Alkis is a dancer, based in The Netherlands, with a mixed 
background of dance and theater. He currently is finishing 
his studies at ArtEZ University of the Arts within a Bachelor’s 
programme of dance and choreography. Through multiple 
collaborations with dance, music and fine art he is fascina-
ted by interdisciplinarity and experiments around percepti-
on and representation. Alkis performed for choreographers 
such as Caroline Finn, Jerome Meyer and Isabelle Chaffaud, 
collective PRIME, Noa Shadur and Dario Tortorelli. Alkis is cur-
rently busy with an artistic research while refining himself as a 
maker and performer.

Lotte v/d Berg, Marien Jongewaard, Nicole Beutler, Ibelisse Guardia, Karina Holla, Monika 
Haasova, Duro Toomato, Einat Tuchman, Ko v/d Bosch, Ola Mafaalani, Luc Boyer, Charles 
Renoult, Zhana Ivanova, Golden Palace and Via Berlin) and he supports collective initiati-
ves focusing on building autonomous livelihoods. With his own company Stichting Gringo 
he created several short acts for unregular events and made the performances “Charms“, 
“Beleggen in jezelf”, “Tweegevecht”, a duet with Charles Renoult based on the Indonesian 
martial art Pencak Silat, and “My saints look different”, a performance on the perception of 
nature in 2016. Next to his theater work, he co-founded the International Monsanto Tribunal 
with the aim to give a legal opinion on the environmental and health damage caused by 
the multinational Bayer/Monsanto. Since 2009 he also works as a teacher for physical ac-
ting at the theaterschool in Arnhem and the circusschool in Rotterdam and gives classes in 
the Indonesian martial art Pencak Silat.

Gina-Alina Patilea/ for the role of Acathe
Gina-Alina Patilea is an Amsterdam-based Romanian performance 
maker and actress. She studied dance from a young age, taught 
ballet, and has a BA in theater from the Faculty of Arts in Galati, her 
home town. Since then, Gina worked as an actress and dancer in 
different independent performances in Romania and abroad, inclu-
ding with the National Dance Center and the National Theater in 
Bucharest. Alongside her artistic development, Gina also worked as 
a journalist for a Romanian national news channel. This type of work 
required her to keep the live news feed up to date and run back-
checks on everything that was being reported from the field, 



Alexandra Bellon / one of the Crazy ones
Is a multidisciplinary artist and performer based in 
Geneva(CH), driven by a percussive & drum pul-
se.“ Within my practice, division of territories, seems 
to be impossible. Like approaching the human 
body: it’s anatomy is strongly interdependent and 
interlinked, by cutting it up in single pieces, you kill 
the rhythm of its heart.” She obtained a BA in per-
cussion and two MA degrees (pedagogy & music 
interpretation) at the HEM, Geneva(CH). Between 
2003 and 2015, she worked as a percussionist with: 
l’Orchestre de la Suisse Romande(CH), Verbier Fes-
tival Orchestra(CH), etc. As a pluridisciplinary artist
she worked on various projects engined by the 

visual arts. Doing research from a cultural perspective without establishing criteria or pre-
defined guidelines results into a method that could be described as ‘the unfocused gaze’.

passion and core of her practice, rhythm. Each time bringing this within different roles: 
co-conceptor, composer, performer, co-choreographer, dancer, musician. She colabora-
ted among others with Michèle Pralong (CH), collective la Distillerie(CH), Brice Catherin 
(FR),  Young Soon Cho Jacquet (KR/CH), Jens Van Daele Burning Bridges (NL), ‘IF’ company 
(CH), Christian Denisart (CH) Audrey Bergeron (CAN). She is co-founder of “Ensemble Bati-
da” (Bourse Leenaards 2018, Prix Jean François Chaponnière 2013, Lauréat of Nicati 2013, 
Prix Orpheus 2011), a collective of 5 musicians founded in 2010. Their work unfolds in three 
spectrums: performing contemporary compositions, bringing on stage improvised concerts 
and creating  transdisciplinary projects in which invented instruments, objects and unusual 
configurations unfold like poetic visual and sonor architectures, often in collaboration with 
collective Hecatombe. Among multiple bands she is part of the percussion ensemble Eklek-
to (CH), Insub Meta Orchestra and Parasite Sans S, a band that since 2015 creates delirious 
sonor improvised experiences. In 2017 she formed the multidisciplinary duo K&A together 
with K.Isidorou.

Onno Dirker / for the role of the King
Onno Dirker is an artist who lives and works in The Hague (NL). 
He studied at the Royal Academy The Hague, (1986-1990) 
and is co-creator of  Atelier Veldwerk (Luijters-Dirker) active 
since 2003. His work starts from an analytical and concep-
tual approach. Sense of place lies at the heart of his work. 
Any landscape is formed by a myriad of layers, whether they 
are cultural or economic, physical or metaphysical. Beside 
research, publications, film, performances, installations and 
exhibitions, work is realized in the form of egg sculptures, 
monuments, landscape design, gardens and parks In 2003, 
together with the artist Rudy Luijters he formed Atelier Veld-
werk, to investigate the concept of public space within the 

constantly engaging into finding as many details as possible about people and events.
Looking to develop her artistic horizons, Gina moved to Amsterdam and completed an MA 
in Theater Studies at Utrecht University. Since then, Gina has performed for various artists 
and worked as a creative producer with Margo van de Linde, Orion Maxted, Ana Wild, 
Katy Streek and many others. Gina’s own work is focused mainly on the body. She believes 
that the knowledge is already there, but it needs to be brought out. She focuses on the 
body as a site of excavation and relation to labour and identity. Gina strongly believes that 
properly representative research results must come not from the body as an observed ‘so-
ciocultural object’ but from the lived body acting, acquiring skills, feelings and memories; in 
other words, the body itself is a seat of knowledge.



Karla Isidorou / one of the Crazy ones
is a multidisciplinary artist creating perfor-
mative constellations in which different 
disciplines merge together to create an 
open meeting space between performer 
and public. Magneted by the engraved ri-
tuals of the body, the versatile structures of 
our bones and muscles, Karla Isidorou was 
trained as a performer in a physical the-
ater environment developing in the same 
period her physical presence and deep 
concentration through a longterm mara-
thon swimming training. Since then she
she has been attracted to the concept of endurance, and repetitive waterproof gestures. 
Karla Isidorou studied Theater Studies at UvA (University of Amsterdam, NL) and Fine Art/
Performance at the Base for Experiment, Art and Research (ArtEZ, NL). As a performance 
artist she has collaborated among others with Jens van Daele’s Burning Bridges (NL), Alicia 
Framis (NL/SP), Merle Schiebergen (NL), etc. As a photographer Karla Isidorou captures 
images to reach behind the borders of vulnerability, to expose/propose an open door. 
Next to her autonomous work & documentary aproach she collaborates with various artists 
to translate into images their concepts. In the last years her focus lies on the performative 
& pluridisciplinary work of K&A, a duet of which she is co-founder together with Alexandra 
Bellon. Together they expand through the physical and mental borders to create concepts 
and works that challenge the coordinates of the spectator. They realized numerous sta-
ge-performances & projects in the Netherlands, Greece and Switzerland, navigating bet-
ween artistic fields. 

David Poissonnier / 3D recording, mixage and sound technic
After music studies and a degree in physics, he obtained the diploma of Director of Sound 
of the Primus Centre at the University of Strasbourg. He joined IRCAM in Paris in 1994 where 
he was in charge of Sound Engineering from 2003 to 2010. He worked there with compo-
sers including Pierre Boulez, Kaija Saariaho, Philippe Manoury, Jonathan Harvey, Michael 
Jarrell, Martin Matalon, Georges Aperghis, etc. He is responsible for the sound diffusion and 
creation of numerous concerts and operas in Europe and the United States in prestigious 
venues (Carnegie Hall, Berlin Staatsoper, Berlin Philharmonic, Opéra Bastille, Théâtre de la 
Monnaie, etc.) with various ensembles and orchestras (Ensemble Intercontemporain, Berlin 
Philharmonic, Orchestre National de France, Avanti! etc.). From 2010 he joined the Haute 
École de Musique de Genève within the Centre de Musique Electroacoustics (CME) and 
Michael Jarrell’s composition class. Since 2010 he has been working regularly as
a freelance sound engineer with, among others Ensemble Contrechamps, Lemanic Mo-
dern Ensemble, Ensemble Batida and Lucerne Festival Academy. He is specialized in the 
spatialization of sound and is researching contemporary 3D recording technics. For which 
he is invited to join the team of CHANGE THE GAME.

Sofya Samareva / hat-mask design
Samareva is specialized in creating unique hats, blending millinery design with 
hairstyling to create a range of close fitting, sculptural head pieces. Escaping 
from the box of conservative forms and contexts, Sofya reimagines the social 
and cultural role of hats in the new century. She uses traditional materials such 
as felt to create her playful and practical headwear, blurring the boundaries 
between fashion and art, offering a contemporary alternative to the classical 
hat. In this project she is invited to trespass the limits of the hats and let them 

intrude the territories of the masks, inspired by the charactes of the comic.previous designs



Ulysse & Gaspard Gry / design & writting of comic
Except of being at the core of this project through being the creators of the comic, Gas-
pard & Ulysse will join the team of K&A to assist in the adaptation of the text, the graphic 
design of the object& the trailer.

Ulysse Gry is graduate of the Master’s degree in journalism from Sciences-Po Toulouse, 
author for Canal+ and press cartoonist under the pseudonym Ulystrations (Facebook page 
with 23,500 subscribers). He has a regular collaboration with Mediapart, and an occasional 
collaboration with the Musée de l’Homme de Paris. He is illustrator of the webdoc Iranora-
ma for France24 (winner of the Audience Award at the WebProgram France 2013 Festival 
and in selection at the One World Media Festival in London), of the humorous book Cine-
Città: anti-crisis and pro-fat manifesto (written by Thomas Gayet, La Tengo Éditions, 2012) 
and of the political comic book ‘La Révolution... mais pas trop’ (published in the magazine 
Charles from 2012 to 2013).

Gaspard Gry graduated in Public and Political communication from ISIC (Institute of Infor-
mation and Communication Sciences) and Sciences-Po Bordeaux in 2006. He is currently 
a webjournalist for the “Communauté d’agglomération Est Ensemble”, which includes the 
suburbs of eastern Paris, and former political communicator for the cities of Bobigny and 
Nanterre. 

Martin de Haan / co-writting theatertext & translation
Martin de Haan (Middelburg, 1966) left the Dutch province of Zeeland in 1985 to study 
French language and literature in Leiden. A year later he took up General Literature, since 
he had always been fascinated by the aspects of language that transcend the mere trans-
fer of information. After his studies, he worked for four years on a dissertation on the poetry of 
Raymond Queneau, but eventually said farewell to his academic career in order to active-
ly engage in literature himself as a translator, essayist and literary critic for de Volkskrant. His 
first translations immediately set the tone for the years to come: with L’Identité he became 
Milan Kundera’s regular translator from French (with a total of eight books), and with Benja-
min Constant’s Adolphe he translated his first classic in a striking series: Jacques le fataliste 
et son maître by Denis Diderot, En ménage by J.-K. Huysmans, Les Liaisons dangereuses by 
Choderlos de Laclos, and Contre Sainte-Beuve and Du Côté de chez Swann by Marcel 
Proust. From Kundera it was a rather small step to another dark writer, Michel Houellebecq, 
whose oeuvre he translated almost in its entirety: seven novels, a collection of letters and 
the (almost) complete essays. He also wrote a book in Dutch about Houellebecq’s work, 
On the Edge of the World: Michel Houellebecq. De Haan received three major prizes for his 
translations: the Letterenfonds Vertaalprijs 2014, the Filter Vertaalprijs 2018 for the most ex-
traordinary translation of the year (Laclos’ Liaisons dangereuses) and the Dr. Elly Jaffé Prize 
2018 for the best French translator of the past three years (Laclos, Houellebecq, Echenoz). 
He teaches and gives lectures, and has also been active as a photographer since 2019. He 
co-authored several reports on the cultural visibility and socio-economic position of trans-
lators, and was president (2009-2013) and vice-president (2007-2009 and 2013-2015) of the 
European Council of Literary Translators Associations, CEATL.

On the following link you can see 
the first 30 pages of the comic: 

“Un monde en pieces” 



by K&A

Come to play… 
I will offer you my queen 
She used to be my favorite
I don’t have any more a favorite one

I will offer you my towers 
I don’t shoot anymore my friends
They passed away
A long time ago

All, all my horse I will offer to you
All, all my horses I will offer to you
Only this one, the crazy one I will keep.
That knows only how to walk on one colour.
Crossing from one edge till the other one
Laughing infront of all your armors
Intruding unexpectedly your lines
Upsetting your solid factions

Come to play…
This king was never mine
And what do I need so many soldiers for!
They keep on going, bent over, without dreams

All, all my horse I will offer to you
All, all my horses I will offer to you
Only this one, the crazy one i will keep.
That knows only how to walk on one colour.
Crossing from one edge till the other one
Laughing infront of all your armors
Intruding unexpectedly your lines
Upseting your solid factions

Come to play…

Cause this game doesn’t know an end.

The chess poem by M.Anagnostakis


